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Sweetboy: A Yaoi Prison Romance

Micah Sheridan thinks his life is over when he is sentenced to twenty-five years in Rikerâ€™s island
for a crime he did not commit. Not even out of his teens yet and the innocent boy is thrust into a
world filled with the worst kinds of human predators. Like prey about to be devoured, Micah fears for
the worstâ€¦ until one man steps in between him and the other inmates. Reid Turner claims the boy
for his own. He draws a line in the sand around him that none of the others dare cross, for Reid is at
the top of the food chain at Rikerâ€™s. But what is the cost of the powerful manâ€™s protection?
What does he want from young Micah? Is the boyâ€™s life truly over, or has it only just begun?
Read on to find out! This story by Amelita Rae will warm your heart and remind you of the power of
true love to bring hope to even the darkest places.~43,500 words
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I love prison romances, and this one was very well written. If you're looking for steamy prison sex,
move on, the sex doesn't happen until the end of the book. I've detracted a little because the book
is a little too political at times (I agree wholeheartedly with what's being said, the prison system in
the US is modern day slavery, and a DISGRACE TO THE WHOLE COUNTRY, but the way these
issues are written about is too blunt and takes you out of the story-which means many readers will

skip these important paragraphs rather than plow through the information!).I will definitely look for
more from the author!

I LOVED this novel. The main characters reminded me of Asami Ryuichi and Takaba Akihito from
Viewfinder, which is my favourite yaoi manga by the way. ;)No need to mention that I fell in love with
both Reid and Micah right away. It was a beautiful and also very informative story about the legal
system. I'm sure Amelita Rae researched a lot on the subject before writing this story.Amelita Rae is
a new author for me and so far, I absolutely love the way she writes and the stories she tells. I will
definitely read more of her amazing and sexy novels. I hope she reads this review. Bravo! Bravo
Amelita!

Loved this story...so romantic and inspiring. Reid & Micah were such wonderful complex characters.
The writers talent and ingenuous turn of phrase made you feel like you were right there with the
heroes watching the story unfold. Loved too that Micah was not totally helpless and learned how to
take care of himself. Awesome story!! Great background information about the prison system too.
Very informative. Thanks Amelita for another fantastic tale!!!

This story is amazing! It is rare that you actually get to learn a lot when reading a yaoi story but this
one is full of information and very accurate criticisms of america's flawed justice system. It is a great
intelligent read with a lot of amazing fluff and one wonderful and worth the wait sex scene!

I was surprised how much I enjoyed this. I wasn't sure about it by the cover... I'm usually a "judge a
book by it's cover" kinda finder... That, with the yaoi, for some reason I thought it was going to be
some type of Japanese hentai pornie kinda book...shame on me, it was actually a somewhat
educational love story...This author done her research and I didn't know of all the injustice; I've
never been in trouble before so I never had to think about even half the things I was educated about
in this book.While i found some of it somewhat unbelievable, it wasn't enough to take away from the
story. I admired Reid for how he took Micah under his wing, I admired that he didn't do anything with
him for the reasons that he didn't and I loved the way they loved each other. It was obvious for
Micah but Reid didn't let on until they both got out.My heart broke for Micah in the beginning and for
the other guys who were made to be someone's prison wife or do things unwillingly.... I thought that
part was gonna bother me, and it did for a second, but when Reid put his hand over Micah's ear to
drown it all out.... that was the first time I thought of how easy it would be to fall for Reid.... and i'm

glad Micah did...Overall, great story... very informative and a very happy ending.... I'm glad I gave it
a chance!

This story was incredible everything I could want in a book. Amelita managed to suck me in before I
even finished the first page. The story was sweet and the characters where endearing, the sexy
scene at the end was sweet, gentle, and artfully done. Definely one I will read over and over again!

Only 15 minutes in to reading this, I'd already told myself "oh my god this is just too good"The
concept around these two characters and their growing relationship, and Reid's attitude the entire
way through the story was incredibly captivating. As always, another beyond enjoyable story from
Amelita Rae. Would definitely recommend!!

This is actually an educational read mixed and hidden within romance. The research that Amelita
did on the prison systems and state of the legal system's treatment of the less privileged is
wonderful and thorough. I had heard through the news about some of these issues, but fleshing it
out in a story makes the reality more approachable. A great read for its genre.
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